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ANOTHER LOCKDOWN – AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIMENT?

EDITORIAL

La Patronne

Welcome to our first edition of the PAC Newsletter, 2021
– published during the third National Lockdown since Covid
changed all of our lives! Hopefully we can all meet again at
Pirbright before too long...
Your editor and I discussed what the ‘theme’ for this
edition would be - “but is there any news?” asked Stephen.
Well, it turns out there’s still a lot going on in the lives of
many of our members in terms of art! Some have spent long
hours exploring various media and researching specific
equipment and others have continued to produce new art
and to exhibit it wherever they can.
I asked specific artists for their insights into various
materials or to describe their own techniques and working
practices. The result is a Newsletter which hopefully has
something of interest to you all… with some additional
information about online sites, exhibitions and films from
Stephen. I hope you’ll find it an informative and
inspirational read!
Maggie

MJR approved image
Dear Readers,
The more eagle-eyed amongst you may have spotted that
this edition’s cover image was painted by your Editor, no less.
This was initially submitted for La Patronne’s approval with
tongue firmly in cheek, the day after we’d agreed that neither
of us should have our own work on the front page. Somewhat
to my surprise she concurred that my Spring painting was
both cheerful and appropriate, her instruction being “publish
and be damned!” (this isn’t the first occasion I’ve had reason
to compare Maggie with the Duke of Wellington). Thus your
Editor gets to enjoy his 15 minutes of fame on the front cover
– all accusations of nepotism gratefully ignored!
My thanks to Trudi Baker, Alison Clarke, David
Hardcastle, Ingrid Skoglund & Steve Wells for their valuable
contributions to this issue. If the rest of you would like your
work to appear in a future newsletter, please send JPEG files
(not too small – I can always compress them) to Maggie or
myself, details of how you did the work and why, and the
media you used. You might even get on the cover . . .
Keep those chins up!

Your dedicated Editor reporting the PAC news

Stephen
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THE PAC VIRTUAL EXHIBITION (1st December 2020 to 4th January 2021)

Maggie

When it became clear in October that we wouldn’t be able to hold our 'live' event at the end of 2020 due to the
uncertainty of the Covid rules, I took the decision to stage an online 'slide-show' version of our annual exhibition
on our website. All very well until Frank informed me that - on our current website - it wouldn't work! After
much discussion, we moved the whole website onto a new 'template' which allowed for videos and slide-shows to
be uploaded. Many weeks of work later we had a Slide-show and Gallery Exhibition to be proud of! Over 20
artists submitted work and took time and effort to write descriptions to accompany their pictures.
A few technical hitches followed but we opened on time and sold two paintings on the opening day: Anthony
Shelton and Steve Wells sold a picture each. Sales were steady - we sold nine pieces from the exhibition,
plus three works which were sold through other outlets whilst our exhibition was on. Three pictures
from different artists sold to a single buyer after a mailshot was sent out extending the end date by four days.
We had lots of positive comments and the exhibition was well-received - people were impressed that a little
local club had made the effort to stage an online show. One person said it was as good as any online London
gallery exhibition they'd seen: high praise indeed!
Thank you to all who exhibited and congratulations to Steve Wells, Anthony Shelton, Frank Fuller, David
Hardcastle, Nina Klein and Trudi Baker for selling from the online show and to Ingrid Skoglund, Elaine Balmer
and David Drury for selling their paintings via other channels.
We still have the exhibition on the website - it seems a shame to take it down. I’d like to especially thank
Frank Fuller for his hard work on the website and the exhibition: he was editing and making changes at all hours!

SOLD: Anthony Shelton’s “NEW FOREST PONY,
GODSHILL NEAR FORDINGBRIDGE” (Oil)

SOLD: Frank Fuller’s “STILL LIFE WITH FRUIT
& ROSES” (Oil)

SOLD: Nina Klein’s
“TREES IN BLUE”
(Mixed media)
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INGRID SKOGLUND:

Cake Spatulas, Hairdryers & Blowtorches!

I’m a contemporary experimental artist based in a
messy home studio in Surrey. I’ve always ‘dabbled’ finally joining the art world in earnest about eight
years ago and rapidly becoming totally obsessed. I’ve
learned and developed my skills from a range of
tutors, demonstrations and workshops from which I
have developed my own unique style. I joined
Pirbright Art Club many years ago and really enjoy
the friendly club sessions and demonstrations – with
especial thanks to Maggie, who has constantly pushed
me out of my comfort zone and made me look and
draw - essential basics of art!
Much of my recent artwork is experimental and has
been created with acrylic mixed with silicone oil (they
really don’t like each other), pouring little pots of
mixed colours and chasing this mix around a large
canvas with a cake spatula or a hot hairdryer on full
blast and finished off with a blowtorch. This process
can result in spectacular failure – it’s frustrating,
unpredictable and very expensive. Oh, and incredibly
messy. When it goes wrong there’s no saving it. It’s
either scrape off the whole lot and try again or wait for
the grey mess to dry and go over it again.
But …. when it works – oh my!
In some way this frustrating cycle of failure and
success has awoken something in my sub-conscious
and I feel now that more than ever I’m immersed in
creativity. Oddly, it seemed that the pictures were
beginning to tell me what they were to be called!

So… creativity takes many forms and can and
should take us on some strange journeys.
And Failure can be a powerful force. If something
hasn’t worked - don’t despair or give up. It’s all part
of your creative journey. (Hear! Hear! See pages 14-15,
Ed.)
www.artbyingridskoglund.me/wp
.
And on Facebook and Instagram:
@artbyingridskoglund

“MERMAIDS IN THE BASEMENT” (left)
This worked at the first attempt. I was totally
immersed in creating it but didn’t quite understand the
title until the poetry dripped into my head
Through dark shadows
the mermaid glides
In ghostly caverns cool and green
While moon-flecked waves make music far above
Then it made sense! Now many of my artworks
have words that I seem to be able to create, to tether
them to earth. And the poem belongs to the picture.
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INGRID SKOGLUND:

Cake Spatulas, Hairdryers & Blowtorches!

“DANCE LIKE NO ONE’S WATCHING” (triptych)
Dance with a fleeting shadow
With rhythm from within
naked in the moonlight
Who dares?
Who cares?

“DREAMCATCHER”
A free spirit into the midnight mist creeps,
leaving only soft and gentle
pearls of thought.

“ANGELS IN THE WATER”
The tide runs full against the coast
The light glints and is then gone
amongst the sea rocks
Glittering and vast.
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DAVID HARDCASTLE

Acrylics - the Search for Opacity

PAC member David Hardcastle has recently conducted an extensive enquiry into the opacity of the different
brands of acrylic paint, following some disappointing results whilst trying to paint over existing colours. He’s
experimented with different brands and has produced sample “test colour patches” and a spreadsheet
summarising the results.
This followed on from a correspondence with Tanith, from Ken Bromley Art Supplies. Her reply to David’s
initial e-mail is reproduced in full on the next page. She could hardly have been more helpful - customer service
at its best!
David plans to carry out further research, and is happy to share his findings with any other PAC acrylic
painters. He can be contacted at davidjhardcastle@gmail.com
David writes:
“As a newcomer to acrylics (from a watercolour background) I
have struggled with getting the effects that I want and in
particular, have been very disappointed with how poorly many
colours cover the layers underneath. When I raised this initially
with more experienced painters I was advised that it was all a
matter of price. The more expensive the paints, the more pigments
and the better the coverage.
My paint box was indeed full of cheaper student paints and so I
invested in some Windsor & Newton Professional Acrylics,
hoping that this would do the trick. Unfortunately not!
I found that many of these were also poor at covering previous
layers. In particular, Ultramarine and Burnt Sienna, both strong
colours as Watercolours, were very poor at covering layers
underneath. And when I tried mixing these to get a rich dark
brown, the results were very strange, certainly not opaque and not
attractive at all!
Curiously, many of these acrylic colours gained better ‘opacity’
when mixed with white, but this had the effect of lightening the
tone, which rather defeated the object of the exercise.
So, wishing to take this matter further, I wrote to Ken Bromley
enquiring what their recommendations were for strong opaque
colours and subsequently received a very helpful response from
Tanith in Sales, which is reproduced on the following page. The
‘blog post’ she mentions has a very useful explanation of paints
and colours for different uses.

David’s “LOCKDOWN COFFEE”
(acrylic)

It has been an interesting journey and one that has enabled me
to identify and purchase more opaque versions of my popular
colours. In particular, new purchases of Burnt Sienna and Mars
Brown will hopefully provide remedies where I was having
particular problems.
My test colour patches will be useful in future to check the
opacity of acrylic colours that I am about to use, and for help with
mixing colours.
The exercise has shown that opacity in acrylic paints is not just
dependent on price and it’s necessary to shop around carefully to
get the ‘optimum’ product.”
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DAVID HARDCASTLE

Acrylics - the Search for Opacity

Dear David,
Thank you for your email and for your feedback. We're delighted to hear that you are happy with our service!
Generally, yes - the better the quality of the acrylic paints you buy, the better coverage they give. Artists quality acrylics are
made with fewer additives and have a higher pigment load, so if you buy from these ranges you will get much more vibrant
colour with better coverage. Our artist quality ranges are:
Winsor & Newton Professional Acrylics (professional quality) https://www.artsupplies.co.uk/cat-winsor-&-newton-professional-acrylics.htm
Liquitex Professional Acrylics (professional quality) https://www.artsupplies.co.uk/cat-liquitex-professional-acrylic-colour.htm
Golden Acrylics (exceptional quality) https://www.artsupplies.co.uk/cat-golden-acrylic-paint.htm
However, the opacity of each individual colour is mostly determined by the pigments used to make the paints. Some pigments
are very opaque, so allow very little - if any - of any layers underneath to show through. Some pigments, by their nature, are
more transparent. These types of paints are more suited to creating glazes as they allow any colour underneath to show
through. Then there are pigments in between - that are neither transparent nor opaque. These colours will allow some of the
colour underneath to show through, but not nearly as much as a transparent colour.
As opacity varies between colours, it's best to consult the manufacturers colour charts, our website or our catalogue for opacity
information. If you are on our website, just click on the colour chip of the hue you are interested in and it will bring up a little
pop up window. This will contain the opacity information for that exact colour. If you are looking at our catalogue or colour
charts there should be a key with the symbol you would need to look for to identify opaque colours - typically it is a solid black
square.
Hope this information helps. We also have a blog post on beginning with acrylics that has more information about colour
selection https://www.artsupplies.co.uk/blog/a-beginners-guide-to-painting-with-acrylics-tips-to-get-started
Best wishes,
Tanith
Ken Bromley Art Supplies
Unit 13 Lodge Bank Estate,
Crown Lane,
Horwich, Bolton
BL6 5HY
Tel: 01204 690114
Company Reg No. 2413062
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STEVE WELLS

Painting in the Great Outdoors

A few years ago, our fellow PAC member and now
professional landscape painter David Deamer, said to
me “Steve, if you want to grow your skills as an artist
you need to get yourself outside to paint from life.” It
was the push I needed…
I decided, along with my painting buddy Anthony
Shelton (also a PAC member), to join the Surrey Hills
Plein Air Group. They’re a society of like-minded
artists of all abilities, who meet up most Fridays weather permitting - to paint outside from life at a prearranged location in Surrey. They’re a friendly bunch
and very welcoming to newcomers. The group has
some distinguished artists including Roger Dellar and
Rick Holmes (both members of the Royal Institute of
Oil Painters) - amongst its members!
“WEYBRIDGE MARINERS’ CLUB”
This small oil study, painted entirely on location
with the Surrey Hills Plein Air Group last summer,
took a couple of hours. There’s seldom time to put in
every detail of a complex scene when painting in
rapidly changing conditions outdoors.

My first ‘paint out’ was in January 2020 and I was
very nervous about the whole situation, but it went
okay-ish … As the weeks passed, I think I improved
and became much more at ease with the whole
process. I have to say that I now love my Fridays,
when we are allowed to go out to paint.
I started painting in watercolours a long time ago
but now only paint with oils and I love this medium.
My ‘plein air’ kit includes a simple £40 pochade box
from Jackson’s art, mounted on a camera tripod. My
paints are traditional oil paints and I use a thinner
called Gamsol, which is odourless. It all goes in my
ruck-sack, so I can sling it on my back when I go out
on my push bike or in the car to paint, along with a
good flask of coffee!
“WALSHAM GATES, RIPLEY”
Another oil study, painted entirely on location with
the Surrey Hills Plein Air Group last summer.

I hope this will inspire other members to get outside
and paint too because you are missing out if you
don’t, as natural light is amazing and colours are seen
as they should be.
I, along with Maggie, Stephen Jones, Antony
Shelton and a few others, hope to get Pirbright’s very
own ‘plein air’ group up and running as soon as
lockdown restrictions permit.
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TRUDI BAKER

Animal & Bird Enamels in Resin

I started my life in Art & Design after attending Art
college followed by university where I gained a degree
from Nottingham in Fashion. I continue to work
within the clothing industry, having worked for
several brands and High Street retailers.
After raising my family I have finally taken a step back
into my first passion, fine art.
I have always been inspired by the natural world
and in particular animal instincts and their
behaviours. I have been focusing on capturing the
quirky and elegant characteristics of each animal in
portrait. My free flowing painting style is flattered by
the whimsical and unpredictability of nature.
Most recently I have honed my skills working with
multimedia, layering and manipulating surfaces to
create tension, depth and feelings in my work. After
slowly layering the enamel elements, I finalize each
piece by encasing the canvas in resin. The overall
effect is a glazed finish with new depths in every
viewing.

“DARK GREY DUCK – CLIFF”

“PINK HARE – NANCY”
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ALISON CLARKE

Painting on the Mount

“PEARS OF CERNE ABBAS”
Several years ago I started extending my pictures onto the mount to basically do “something different” to
make my paintings more interesting. I came up with the idea around the time that Maggie showed us how to use
pen with watercolour and have always enjoyed putting detail in. Painting on the mount was a progression with
this technique.
I like the 3D effect it gives but, through trial and error, realised quite quickly that I had to still take the
perspective into account. That is, by painting on the mount you could only use parts of it and not all the way
round or it looked strange – for instance, picking some of the leaves to put on the right, left and bottom sides of
the mount in the “Pears of Cerne Abbas” painting brought the fruit forward whereas with the “Florist’s Delight”
painting I picked up leaves and parts of the flowers at the right, left and top sides which extended the picture
upwards.
The process however is complicated as you have to ensure that your mount is in the right position before you
attempt drawing in the item and only secure the mount to the painting when this is 100% in place. The more
detailed the painting the more difficult it is to choose which part you wish to extend out.
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ALISON CLARKE

Painting on the Mount: The Process

The first thing I do is draw lightly round the inside edge of the mount onto the paper I am using. You have to
be very careful not to mark the mount when doing this. I then put the mount aside and draw my subject matter
inside this marked area. At this stage I also draw in the parts of the picture that I may extend onto the mount. I
make sure that these ‘extensions’ are balanced and I am happy with them before I paint the picture. As these
drawings are under the mount and therefore will not show it is easy to change your mind and erase them and
place somewhere else. Be careful however with the size of the item to go onto the mount as it must fit within the
width of the mount and not be too large. I find it looks better if the item goes halfway across.

“FLORIST’S DELIGHT”
When painting the picture onto your paper it is important that you extend the paint about 1cm past the guide
line you have drawn in round the inside of the mount. This ensures that when you put the mount on there are no
areas which have no colour. I then pen in around items or where necessary to highlight any important areas of
the painting. Once your paint has dried secure the mount in place carefully with bulldog clips (use large ones so
no damage occurs on the mount) on all sides. Draw the items in pencil lightly that you intend painting on the
mount ensuring that you have picked up the correct points from your painting – make sure you have picked up
those which you have chosen to extend as, at this juncture, it may change the perspective if you pick up the
wrong item!
You then paint in the extensions making sure you have the matching colour corresponding with the painting.
Using a different colour will definitely spoil the effect. Pen in these in the same way you have done on your
painting. Continuity between the painting and the mount extensions is absolutely key.
Attaching the mount to the finished painting is fiddly. I use large bulldog clips on three sides, match up the
points of the mount painting to the painting and carefully using framing tape attach the painting to the mount. I
repeat carefully for the other three sides. You have to ensure that the painting is flat to the mount when you
secure it.
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BEYOND THE POND

Exhibitions & Websites to Visit from Your Armchair

This is a random selection of websites that have appealed to your Editor over the last few weeks: in other words
unashamedly biased. If there’s one thing that links them it’s probably a lively sense of enthusiasm – I nodded off looking at the
Royal Academy’s online Summer Exhibition, so it’s not included here. And they’re all free, which is not necessarily the case
with some of our grander (and wealthier) institutions. I hope you enjoy looking at them as much as I did researching them.
THE VICTORIA SQUARE ART PROJECT
https://www.thelightbox.org.uk/victoria-square-art-project
Your Editor would urge you, if you haven’t already done
so, to visit this outstanding exhibition on the Lightbox website.
This online project, designed by Virtual Reality experts
Emperia, enables you to move through the exhibition as you
please, zooming in on individual works that catch your eye.
It’s easy to navigate around, and you don’t have to socially
distance from those pesky members of the general public!
Lastly, but by no means least, PAC’s very own Elaine
Balmer had her entry “Golden Days” accepted; it subsequently
sold to the Hilton Hotel Group. Many congratulations to
Elaine - see the news section on the PAC website for Elaine’s
comments:
https://www.pirbrightartclub.co.uk/news

“GOLDEN DAYS” (Acrylic & gold foil)

EDWARD HOPPER: A COLLECTION OF 236
PAINTINGS (23 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FniRLJmi3D4
I don’t know if any of you share my enthusiasm for the
work of the American painter Edward Hopper, but this
slideshow is quite lovely. Mainly oil paintings, but some
excellent drawings and watercolour sketches too. His work is
variable – terrific on architecture, not great at depicting water –
but if you like moody ‘30s and ‘40s Americana, Hopper’s your
man. No commentary, but some rather tasteful piano music.
It’s in HD too, so watch it on the biggest screen you can.
Highly recommended.

“THE MANSARD ROOF” (Watercolour)

FROM THE INSIDE OUT – 10 SCENES FROM THE
ARTIST’S WINDOW
https://www.christies.com/features/Scenes-from-the-artistswindow-10353-3.aspx
This one is on the Christie’s website, and explores “how
great artists of the past communicated their feelings about the world
beyond their windows and on occasion, their sense of detachment from
it” - a rather pretentious link to the current lockdown.
The brief video’s worth watching as the camera scans slowly
across the surface of the paintings; the works themselves are
shown underneath, with a commentary. They’re mainly of the
everyday sort of scene we’re all familiar with (maybe not the
gondolas). My favourite is this quiet domestic study by Carl
Vilhelm Holsøe, a little-known (to me) Danish artist.
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BEYOND THE POND

Exhibitions & Websites to Visit from Your Armchair

THE RIJKSMUSEUM FROM HOME
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/stories/rijksmuseum-fromhome
The Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam has produced a series of
easily digestible 2-3 minute films about paintings in the
museum. They’re narrated by curators and restorers from the
Rijksmuseum, who all speak embarrassingly perfect English. I
was very taken by the painting on the right, which I’d never
seen before – nor had I heard of Jac Van Looij, who painted
during the late 19th century, and was an admirer of Van Gogh.
Watch out too, for the close-up of a wall in Vermeer’s “Little
Street” – consummately painted detail, even if you’re not a
Dutch Baroque bricklayer.

“MARJOLEIN ABOUT JULY” (also
known as “SUMMER LUXURIANCE”) by
Jac Van Looij (oil)

THE MALL GALLERIES: EXPLORING
SKETCHBOOKS WITH SIMON HODGES
https://www.mallgalleries.org.uk/whats-on/events/exploringsketchbooks-with-simon-hodges-ps
This is part of the Pastel Society’s online exhibition, which
of course is well-worth seeing in its own right. Simon Hodges’
sketchbook films are super though, and it’s hard not to get
swept along by his passion. They’re short – 5 minutes or less –
and are full of useful tips, as well as stills of his wonderful
pastel work. One film (“Don’t Quote Me”) is all about the words
that have inspired him during his career – he’s apparently
always been susceptible to bouts of depression. My favourite?
“If no-one took risks, Michaelangelo would have painted the Sistine
Floor” (Paul Simon). Do watch.

“BEYOND TOWER BRIDGE 2020”by
Simon Hodges (Pastel)

ALEX TZAVARAS
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf9rHSrVHa6zVC-W-jttyew
I have to be a bit careful here, as this could be construed as
treading on the Boss’s toes, but hopefully she won’t read this
bit. Alex has produced a series of very watchable tutorials on
YouTube – mainly about portraiture in oils, but don’t let that
put you off - he’s very good at explaining things, and the films
contain valuable information whatever your subject or media.
He describes himself as “a contemporary realist artist who is
passionate about preserving the knowledge of past artists for future
generations”. So you know you’re getting the real thing: proper
painting and drawing, as espoused by Maggie. She might even
watch them herself.
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AND FINALLY . . .

Stephen

It’s been a difficult year for all of us, and we hope that no
member of Pirbright Art Club, nor their loved ones, has been
directly affected by Coronavirus. We try to keep the tone of the
PAC Newsletter light-hearted, enthusiastic and above all
optimistic; a small antidote to the relentless negativity and
voyeurism of the TV news during the current Covid crisis. With
this in mind, I’d like to recommend a film that might take your
attention off current events, if only temporarily, and enable you to
wander into the warm light and vivid colours of the French
Impressionist countryside . . .
“I, Claude Monet” is a film by Phil Grabsky made in 2017. It’s
shot on location at the actual spots where Monet painted, and is
told in his own words, using extracts from the letters that survived
him. Monet had a hard life, like so many people born before our
time, with bouts of depression and poverty and a distinct lack of
success. Both his wives and one of his sons predeceased him. We
all venerate his work now, and his pictures sell for millions, but
his letters reveal just how difficult he found painting:
“I’m not a great painter. I only know that I do what I can to convey
what I experience before Nature and that most often, in order to succeed in
conveying what I feel, I totally forget the most elementary rules of
painting, if they exist that is. In short, I let a good many mistakes show
through when fixing my sensations. It will always be the same, and this is
what makes me despair.” (Giverny, 7th June 1912).
I think that’s something we can all relate to, even at our modest
level. But Monet never gave up trying. Between 1892 and 1893 he
produced more than 30 paintings of the façade of Rouen
Cathedral, renting spaces across the street as his temporary studio:

An abridged version of “I, Claude Monet”
was shown by ITV at the rather unhelpful time
of 11pm on 17th November 2020, as part of their
“Great Art” series. It’s not available on the
ITV Hub, but you can stream, download or
buy on DVD the full-length version from the
Seventh Art website (from £3.99):
https://www.seventh-art.com/shop/iclaude-monet/

“It’s a tough job I’m setting out to do. I’m hard at work, I’m taking great pains and think only of my cathedrals . . . I’m
shattered, I’ve never felt so physically and mentally exhausted. I’m stupid with it and long only for bed . . . I’m at work by
7am; I continue until 6.30pm in the evening, standing up all the time. Nine canvasses. It's murderous. And to think I’ve
dropped everything - you; my garden; all for this.”
Perhaps none of us are quite that dedicated. Monet fought on to the ripe old age of 86, surviving near-blindness
with two risky (in those days) cataract operations. His later years were spent in his beloved garden, painting his
huge water-lily canvasses. He bequeathed the world some 2,500 paintings, drawings and pastels, and a
magnificent garden at Giverny (“my most beautiful masterpiece”) which is open to the public in ‘normal’ times. Over
3,000 of his letters, many of them to his art dealer Paul Durand-Ruel, have survived.
In 2016 Maggie and I visited the large “Painting the Modern Garden: from Monet to Matisse” exhibition at
the Royal Academy. The paintings were displayed more or less in chronological order, and seemed to conclude
with the rather unprepossessing “Rose Marble Table”, by Henri Matisse. It all seemed a bit of an anti-climax,
after some of the work we’d seen earlier, and we dutifully headed for the door marked Way Out.
How wrong we were. The final room contained Monet’s magnificent 42-foot Agapanthus Triptych, painted
between 1915 and 1926. We were stunned. The individual canvasses, borrowed from separate American
museums, had been reunited and displayed together for the first time since the 1950s. Ninety years after Monet’s
death, and in a world saturated with visual imagery, these paintings still have the power to take the breath away.
The Royal Academy still has a brief, but interesting film about their provenance on its website:
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/article/monet-modern-garden-ann-dumas
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AND FINALLY . . .

Stephen

DON’T GIVE UP!
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